Anonymous • 01 Oct 03:13PM
If it is not treatment, is it considered recreation? Is it paid for with health care funds or something else?

Votes: 9

Anonymous • 01 Oct 03:17PM
Are there instances of abuse on the farms? How is this monitored, addressed, prevented?

Votes: 8

Anonymous • 01 Oct 03:17PM
Have any evaluations or studies focused on the impact of CF for the farmers?

Votes: 8
Is this happening in the USA? Where? Organized?

Anonymous • 01 Oct 03:11PM

Comments (5)

Anonymous • 0 upvotes • 0 downvotes
Green Chimneys in New York & Hershey farms in Pennsylvania

Anonymous • 0 upvotes • 0 downvotes
Sanctuary one in Oregon

Anonymous • 0 upvotes • 0 downvotes
Cooper Riis in North Carolina

(Custom) Maarten • 0 upvotes • 0 downvotes

Anonymous • 0 upvotes • 0 downvotes
Lambs farm in Illinois too

Anonymous • 01 Oct 03:34PM

What kind of support do national and regional networks provide their care farms? What kind of support should they provide to increase the success of care farms?

Anonymous • 01 Oct 03:36PM

What ratio/mix of training do CareFarming employees have (i.e. Social Work, Addictions speciality, Mental Health, etc... vs Agriculture/Farming/Horticulture).

(Custom) Julie Weinans-heuvels • 01 Oct 03:19PM

What changes or developments are you seeing with the increasing popularity? Changes in laws, policies? (King/queen involvement)
Anonymous • 01 Oct 03:36PM
Do you think Care Farms are more likely to exist under single payer(socialized) medicine?

Comments (1)

(Custom) Maarten • 0 upvotes • 0 downvotes
No. It has been possible in the US as well.

Anonymous • 01 Oct 03:19PM
Are you aware of similar models utilizing Permaculture as the foundation vs traditional farm methods?

Votes: 2

Anonymous • 01 Oct 03:38PM
How are the clients screened before their placement on a farm, or are their minimal requirements to be met by the clients?

Votes: 1

Anonymous • 01 Oct 03:32PM
Teasing out the variables seems daunting - seems a care farm would be an ideal setting for cross disciplinary investigation - have you worked w/others looking at bio markers as well as social?

Votes: 0

Anonymous • 01 Oct 03:38PM
Sounds like CF is like a sanctuary - have you found counter indication in regard to inclusion and/or social integration?

Votes: 0

Anonymous • 01 Oct 03:52PM
What do see the role of video-based studies and analysis in documenting the healing effects and mediating factors?
Is there potential for other industries? Fishing? Wood working? Dog walking?